Abstract
Introduction
Recent technological advances have led to the emergence of small, low-power devices which integrate sensors with limited processing and wireless communication capabilities [1] . The wireless sensor network (WSN) has emerged as a promising tool for monitoring the physical world and has a wide variety of potential applications in many fields [2, 3] . Sensors can be deployed rapidly and cheaply, thereby enabling large-scale, on-demands monitoring and tracking [2] . Wireless sensor networks open a wide range of applications, including environment monitoring, disaster prediction, military surveillance and vehicle tracking [1, 2] . Topology control in wireless sensor networks constructs an optimized network topology structure to satisfy the application requirements, such as network connectivity and coverage [1] . Choosing appropriate topology for a sensor network has so much effect on networks' performance, especially considering power consumption and lifetime of the network [4] . In this paper, we propose a new Particle Swarm Optimization-based Topology Control protocol for wireless sensor networks called PSOTC 1 . In this protocol, proper transition radius can be determined using Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm. The proposed protocol dynamically adjusts transition radius of nodes. Thus, the proposed protocol has some advantages compared to previous protocols. These advantages are demonstrated by the simulation results. The remaining of this paper is organized as follow: Related works are 1 Particle Swarm Optimization-based Topology Control is determined proportional to the network density [12] . When the distance between 2 nodes is less than R max , we assume they are neighbor. Each node has three different neighbor sets. The sets of A min , A T and A max are obtained by Eq. (1) . In Eq. (1), A X (N) shows the A X set for node N, n i is the neighbor's node number, and D ni is the distance between current node and n i . Therefore, for each node N we have Eq. (2) and Eq. (3):
The main problem in this study is choosing minimum transition radius R T between R min and R max for each node without decreasing the network connectivity.
The cluster-based Architecture
Similar to the cluster-based coverage control scheme introduced in [13] , we use a clusterbased topology control scheme in this paper, which is scheduled into some rounds. In each round, first the target area is divided into several equal squares. Then the node in each square having the largest energy will be chosen as the cluster-head, and the procedure of selecting the cluster-head is the same as the method in [14] . Each cluster-head has full control of the square and it will choose transition radius of nodes. In the following round, another sensor set will be selected as the cluster head. So the energy consumption among all the sensors can be balanced totally.
Energy consumption analysis
To summarize the energy consumption analysis, here we only consider the energy consumed by the transmission function, and don't include the power consumption of sensing and calculation [13] . Assume that the size of the monitoring area is A area , the working sensor set is S={n^1, n^2, … , n^n} and the transition radius set is R T ={R T^1 , R T^2 , … , R T^n }, where R T^i is the transition radius of node n^i, and R T^i [R min , R max ]. According to different energy consumption models, the energy consumed by a node to deal with a transmission task is proportional to r 2 or r 4 , where r is the transition radius of the node [15] . In this paper, we take the transmission energy consumption as Eq. (4), where u is the impact factor which its value is near 1: (4) Thus, the energy consumption of the sensor set, which is related to the sum of the sensor's transition radius squared, is defined as Eq. (5) [13] : (5) So, the energy consumption per area is given as Eq. (6): (6) 
The complete connectivity of the sensor network
In this paper, we will deal with the nodes deployed randomly. Assume that each one knows its own location which can be achieved by using some location systems [16] . A WSN can be modeled as a graph G= (V, E), where V is the set of sensor nodes and E is the set of wireless links [17] . The complete connectivity of the sensor network means the ability of communicating with all the network nodes. Thus, we will define the complete connectivity of the sensor network, C, as Eq. (7):
If MCP= n Then C = 1 (7) Else C = 
In (7), MCP is the biggest connected component of the sensor network and n is the number of senor nodes. Also  shows a very small positive number. Thus, we will define the probability of the complete connectivity, P C , as Eq. (8): (8) In (8), N d is the number of different configuration of network nodes.
Proposed Protocol
In this section, we try to decrease average of node's transition radius without decreasing the network connectivity. It can be supposed that the transition radius of each node changes with a special velocity. In proposed algorithm, at first the primary population of nodes transition radius are selected randomly. Also for each node a variation velocity of transition radius is selected randomly. Then the objective function for the transition radius set is evaluated and based on this evaluation, the variation velocity of the nodes transition radius changes. Regarding all transition radii which each node has had it by now, there is a best one for it. This transition radius for each node is the one who has the best value of objective function in comparison with its all former transition radii. The best transition radius for each node n i S={n^1, n^2, … , n^n} is called the Personal Best Transition Radius which is abbreviated as R T-Pbest^i . Thus, we perform a Personal Best Transition Radius Set, R T-Pbest , as Eq. (9):
Also, the best transition radius set which the sensor set has had by now is called the Global Best Transition Radius with the abbreviation R T-Gbest and are shown as Eq. (10):
The main loop of algorithm continues until the number of its repeats exceeds the threshold value or the objective function becomes better than the threshold value. Therefore, the proposed algorithm includes ten steps as follow:
Phase1. The problem and the algorithm parameter initialization:
Step 1: Initializing A min , A T and A max sets for each node.
Step 2: Producing the lower bound and the upper bound of the transition radius for each node.
Step 3: Calculating the Personal Objective Function value for transition radius of each node, f P (R T^i ).
Step 4: Initializing each node's transition radius, R T^i , and also the velocity of its variation v T^i randomly.
Step 5: Considering R T^i as the initial value for the best transition radius of node, R T-Pbest ^i , and also R T as the initial value for the best transition radius of the sensor set, R T-Gbest . Phase2. Repeating the main loop of algorithm until meeting the termination criteria:
Step 6: Considering the n-dimensional r 1 and r 2 vectors as the transition radius set, R T . Their values are random numbers between [0, 1].
Step 7: Updating the node's transition radius, R T^i , and also the velocity of the nodes transition radius changes, v T^i , as Eq. (11) and Eq. (12):
Step 8: evaluating the Global Objective Function value for the transition radius of the sensor set, f G (R T ).
Step 9: Updating the best transition radius for each node, R T-Pbest ^i , and the best transition radius of the sensor set, R T-Gbest according to Eq. (13) and Eq. (14): (14) Step 10: Checking the loop termination criteria and jumping to step 6. In next sections, we describe the proposed algorithm in detail.
Step 1: Initializing A min , A T and A max sets for each node.
At first, according to Eq. (15), the transition radius of each node is set between R min and R max .
4.2
Step 2: Calculating the lower bound and the upper bound of the transition radius for each node.
The process of calculating the lower bound and the upper bound of the transition radius for each node n i S={n^1, n^2, … , n^n} is as follow: At first, according to equation (1) as mentioned before, A min , A T and A max sets are created for all nodes. Then, A min , A T and A max sets are updated for node n i . For this purpose, according to Eq. (16), whenever one node of A T (n i ) and A max (n i ) sets is accessible through the nodes which are in A min (n i ) set, that node will be removed from these sets and will be added to A min (n i ) set. Also, whenever one node of A max (n i ) sets is accessible through the nodes which are in A T (n i ) set, that will be removed from A max (n i ) set and will be added to A T (n i ) set:
In (16), A X (n i ) shows the A X set of node n i . Then, regarding the A T (n i ) and A max (n i ) conditions, we determine the transition radius range for node n i . The method of determining the transition radius range is calculated according to the four conditions presented in Eq. (17):
Thus, we find a transition radius ranges set, R range , as Eq. (18):
Now, the transition radius of each node can be only within its determined range.
4.3
Step 3: Evaluating the Personal Objective Function for the transition radius of each node, f P (R T^i ):
In this step, we define the Personal Objective Function for the transition radius of each node, f P (R T^i ). According to equation (4), in energy consumption model, the energy consumed by a node to deal with a transition task relates to the node transition radius squared. So, the f P (r) function value is defined as stated in Eq. (19):
Where  shows very small positive number and is selected as the function value which doesn't exceed a given limit. The process of calculating f P (R T^i ) function value for each node n i S={n^1, n^2, … , n^n} is as Eq. (20):
Therefore we have Eq. (21):
4.4
Step 4: Initializing each node's transition radius, R T^i , and also the velocity of its variations, v T^i , randomly.
In this step, each node transition radius, R T^i , and also the velocity of its variations, v T^i , is initialized randomly according to Eq. (22) and Eq. (23)
4.5
Step 5: Considering R T^i as the initial value for the best transition radius of node, R T-Pbest^i , and also R T as the initial values for the best transition radius of the sensor set, R T-Gbest .
In this step, we consider R T^i as the initial value for the best transition radius of node, R TPbest^i . It is shown in Eq. (24): 
4.7.
Step 7: Updating the nodes' transition radius, R T^i , and also the velocity of the nodes' transition radius variations, v T^i .
In this step, we update the nodes transition radius, R T^i , and also the velocity of the nodes transition radius variations, v T^i , as Eq. (28) 
Step 8: Evaluating the Global Objective Function value for the transition radius of the sensor set, f G (R T ).
In this step, we evaluate the Global Objective Function value for the transition radius of the sensor set, f G (R T ). Considering that in the energy consumption model, the energy consumed by a node to deal with a transition task relates to the node transition radius squared as stated in Eq. (31):
So, the f G function is defined as stated in Eq. (32):
Where, C indicates the complete connectivity of the sensor network.
4.9.
Step 9: Updating the best transition radius for each node, R T-Pbest ^i , and the best transition radius of the sensor set, R T-Gbest .
In this step, we update the best transition radius for each node, R T-Pbest^i , and the best transition radius of the sensor set, R T-Gbest according to Eq. (33) and Eq. (34):
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If f G (R T-Gbest ) < f G (R T )  R T-Gbest  R T (34)

Step 10: Checking the loop termination criteria and jumping to step 6
The main loop of the algorithm (steps 6, 7, 8, and 9) continues until meeting one of the conditions stated below:
 The number of performing the main loop of the algorithm exceeds the Threshold Cycles (TI) value.  The Global Objective Function value for the best global transition radius, f G (R T-Gbest ), becomes better than the Threshold value, and also R T-Gbest can provide the complete connectivity of the sensor network. Threshold value is calculated according to Eq. (35):
After terminating the main loop of the algorithm, the R T-Gbest set is assigned to R T set according to Eq. (36) and it is the answer of the algorithm:
Simulation Results
In this section, our proposed protocol is simulated and compared to RAA -2L, RAA-3L [10] , and HOM 10 [12] using NS2 simulator.
Simulation Environment
We considered 500500 m 2 area for these simulations. We deploy the sensor nodes randomly in the target area. The number of sensor nodes, n, in different configurations is considered from 50 to 250 sensor nodes. Each node has a transition range between R min and R max . R min and R max transition radius are considered 0.8×R t and 1.25×R t respectively. Fig. 1 and Table 1 represent the R t , R min and R max transition values for different configurations of the sensor network. The threshold value for the number of performing the main loop of the algorithm considered 300 (TI=300). The parameters values for simulation are shown in Table 2 . The results mentioned in next sections show the average of performing protocols for one hundred random deployments. 10 Homogeneous Mode Three metrics are used for evaluations. These metrics are: the average of transition radius, the average number of neighbors, and the probability of the complete connectivity.
Comparison with other protocols
In the first experiment, we measured the average of transition radius for PSOTC, RAA-2L, RAA-3L and HOM protocols. The purpose of this experiment is to evaluate the ability of the proposed protocol to decrease the average of transition radius. Note that, in MIN-RANGE, all of nodes have minimum transition radius (R min ). Also, in MAX-RANGE, all of nodes have maximum transition radius (R max ). The result of this simulation is depicted in Fig. 2 and Table 3 . As can be seen, PSOTC has less average of transition radius and HOM has maximum average of transition radius. Note that, against former protocols, the proposed protocol doesn't use a predetermined transition radius. In second experiment, the average number of neighbors and the number of links for PSOTC, RAA-2L, RAA-3L and HOM protocols is measured. The purpose of this experiment is to evaluate the ability of the proposed protocol to decrease the number of neighbors. The result of this experiment is depicted in Fig. 3, Fig. 4 , Table 4 and  Table 5 . As can be seen, the average number of neighbors and the number of links in the PSOTC is less than other protocols. Note that number of neighbors has a direct effect on interference between nodes and so, lower number of neighbors is better. Decreasing of the neighbors directly results in the decreation of the transition radius. But note that the decreation of the neighbors and also the transition radius is useful if the network connectivity is not removed. This problem will be evaluated accurately in next experiment. Figure 5 . The probability of the complete connectivity 
Observations
The sample of the sensor nodes deployment is shown in Fig. 6 . As can be seen in Fig. 6 , while nodes have the minimum transition radius (R min ), the state of the network connectivity is very undesirable. Also while the nodes have maximum transition radius (R max ), the number of network links are lot such a way that not only the energy consumption is very high but also the collision within transition radius is lot. These results can show the prominence of our proposed protocol. While maintaining network connectivity, it could decrease the average of transition radius and the average number of neighbor nodes. Thus it decreases the energy consumption and the interference between sensor nodes. PSOTC protocol has some advantages compared to the previous protocols. PSOTC protocol dynamically adjusts the transition radius of the nodes (unlike previous protocols which should select radius values among predefined values). Thus, our protocol has the less average number of neighbors compared to the existing protocols. Also, the energy consumption in our protocol is less than others and the network lifetime will be prolonged. In addition, the network connectivity in our protocol is in the acceptable level. Figure 6 . Topology control of the networks with different number of nodes using MIN-RANGE, PSOTC, and MAX-RANGE protocols
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a topology control protocol based on the PSO algorithm. In this protocol, the nodes can select a proper transition radius. Unlike previous protocols, the proposed protocol dynamically adjusts transition radius of nodes. The average of transition radius and the average number of neighbors in the proposed protocol is less than other protocols. So, the energy consumption in our protocol is lower than the other protocols and the network lifetime will be prolonged. In addition, the network connectivity in our protocol is in the acceptable level. The proposed protocol is simulated and the above advantages are shown in the simulation results.
